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Prompt:                                                                                Date: /   / /   / /   / /   /   /   /   /   / /   /  /   /    /   /    /   /   /   /   /   /   
1. Samantha opens her presents.

2. Sally hits the ball.

3. The little puppy wiggles out from behind the fence.

4. The balloon floats up into the sky.

5. Laurence picks up the ringing phone.

6. Andy takes a test.

7. Haley eats her lunch.

8. Rebecca folds the clothes and puts them away.

9. Franklin goes swimming.

10. Teresa walks down the aisle to get married.

11. Marcus’s friends go and hide.

12. Heather puts the cake in the oven to bake.

13. The photographer takes a picture of Lisa.

14. Mom gets the groceries on her list.

15. The mother bird feeds the worm to the three baby birds.

16. Victor uses his new toothbrush to brush his teeth.

17. The rain starts to fall.

18. Pauline and Nancy play a board game.

19. The flower blooms.

20. The runners hear, “On your mark, get set, go!”

21. Shelly pours herself a cup of juice.

22. Chris starts the car.

23. The basketball goes through the hoop.

24. Mr. Johnson leaves for work at the bank.

25. Jesse and Josh order popcorn and drinks.

26. Bruce does his homework for school.

27. Mr. Brown puts the letter in the mailbox.

28. Kelsey’s mom pays for the new shoes.

29. I get out of bed.

30. Nathan cleans his messy bedroom.

31. The audience claps for the performance.

32. Clara puts the flowers in the vase.

33. Dad takes the trash outside to the trash can.

34. Steve gets his jacket.

35. Lewis and his Scout leader carefully light the campfire.

36. Henry checks out the library book.

37. Marvin turns on the television with the remote control.

38. Ross puts on his socks and his sneakers.

39. Mom wraps my brother’s present.

40. Saul eats the cookies.

41. I put my clothes in my suitcase.

42. Otis makes his bed.

43. They put the canoe in the water and paddle  around the lake.

44. My pet monkey eats the banana that he peeled with his toes.

45. Robby puts the pizza in the oven to bake.

46. Aunt Mildred picks up the colored shell.

47. We feed the bread to the quacking ducks.

48. Katherine buys the  pink dress.

49. David opens the umbrella outside.

50. Henry gets his hair cut.

51. Morgan and Sue order their meals.

52. Rose eats the food she brought.

53. Luis catches a fish.

54. Walter takes the burned brownies out of the oven.

55. The kids throw snowballs. 

56. Marge and her friend get on the roller coaster.

Totals:   / / / / / / / / / / / /
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 Marge and her friend 
are at the amusement park.  
They plan on riding a roller 
coaster.  They stand in line 
and wait for their turn.  Then...What will happen next?A Marge and her friend  
 get on the roller    coaster.B Marge and her friend  

 eat cotton candy.C Marge and her friend  
 eat a candy apple.© Super Duper® Publications                                                                            #FD-87
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 Marge and her friend are at the amusement park.  They plan on riding a roller coaster.  They stand in line and wait for their turn.  Then...What will happen next?A Marge and her friend   get on the roller    coaster.
B Marge and her friend   eat cotton candy.C Marge and her friend   eat a candy apple.
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